
Forty Nine Football 
Quick Play +D Instructions 

2020 

This quick play option allows for you to call both Offensive and Defensive plays for your favorite team. The 
main difference between this and the regular Quick Play is the chart. In the regular quick play, you roll a 
D20 and reference the chart to determine the game modifier, while with +D chart you either select the 
Defensive play or use the solitaire charts to determine the defensive play, then modify in the same way. 

Kickoffs 
1.Kickoff - Roll a D20 and reference the KickOff row to determine the length of Kick. 

2.Return - Roll two D20’s, the first to determine which returner is returning the kick, and the second for 
how long the return is. 
- South - If the kick goes into the end zone, return team decides if they want to return it. If no return, 

ignore any GAC calling for a fumble (but not a penalty). Return team gains possession at their own 25.  
- North - If the kick goes into the end zone, return team decides if they want to return it, either from 

where the ball would land, or they can let it roll.  
- If they choose to not return from where the ball landed, they concede a single point and get the ball 

at the 35 yard line. You still resolve for a fumble if the GAC calls for a potential fumble. 
- If they let the ball roll, and it does not roll out of the back of the end zone, they still have to down the 

ball as the kicking team can still gain possession. Roll a D20, a roll of 1 means the player is having 
trouble fielding the ball, treat it like a fumble. If the kicking team recovers, it’s a TD, if receiving team 
recovers they give up a single point. If the ball rolls out of the end zone, no point is awarded and 
return team starts at their own 35. 

3.Resolve if there is a penalty or Fumble. If there is a penalty, turn over the next GAC and reference the KO 
row. It may say No Penalty in which case just ignore. A [R] means the penalty is against the return team 
and [K] is on the kicking team.  Note there could be two penalties listed separated by /N*, penalties to 
the left of this are if you are playing a South game or to the right is for a North game. 

4.Let Kick Roll: all + PuRo results times 3, all - PuRo results as is 

5.Squib Kick: Roll D12 to kick, use the first 12 cells 1-12, and subtract 20 yards. Return is D12 and first 12 
cells too except a roll of 12 is a KR. 

6.Onside Kick: Kicking teams rolls D20 and 1-6 means they recover kick. If Return team is watching for an 
onside kick, then kicking team recovers with a roll of 1-2.  Recovering team gets ball 12 yards from KO 
line. *** If Odd Play is turned over from the GAC, the kicking team “can” attempt an onside KO. 
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Punting 
1.Punt - Roll a D20 to determine the length of a punt. In a South game, roll a second, if 

it is within the FC (fair catch) of the kicking team, it is an automatic Fair Catch, unless 
the return teams decides to let the punt roll. To let a punt roll, turn over the next 
Results Card, reference PuRo cell in the bottom right hand corner, that is where the ball rolls to a stop. 

• North - when a return team lets a ball roll, get another D20 result; a 1-2 means ball is fumbled at that 
spot, 17-20 means no yards penalty against the Defense. A roll of 3-16 means the ball is downed at that 
spot (if in the end zone, kicking gets a point and return team gets the ball at their own 35). 

2.Game Action - Turn over a GAC to see if there is a penalty, fumble, or potential blocked punt. If the GAC 
calls for Pressure:Lng in a South game or Pressure:All during a North, roll a D20, a result of 1 means the 
Punt was blocked. 

• If the punt is blocked, roll a D20; 1-4 means the Defense scores a TD, 5-10 treat as a fumble 15yds behind 
LOS, 11-15=20yds and 16-20=25yds. Return teams rolls for fumble recovery and then for fumble return if 
they gain possession. If Kicking team recovers, check next the Fum QB cell and if it has ORet, roll a D20 
to determine length of return for kicking team.

• if the GAC calls for a Fum:Bad Snap or Fum: QB then roll D20, if it is in their Fum range on the Punt Row 
(e.g. Fum: 1-1), the punter fumbles the ball 12 yards behind the LOS. Defense rolls to see which team 
recovers the ball, if Defense recovers, they roll for a return, if Offense recovers they roll for a fumble return 
only if the Fum QB cell calls for Oret

3.Return - Roll two D20’s, the first to determine the player returning the punt and the second for the return. 
If the return calls for a PR, Roll two more D20’s, the first is a modifier from the chart on top (any TD results 
is a return for a TD), add this modifier to the cell from the 2nd D20 roll. 

4.Punt to corner - Turn over next GAC, reference PTC (bottom right cell) to determine affect on yards 
kicked and return. Roll a D20 and if result is 1-8, the ball goes OB, 9-20 is returned unless the GAC says 
no return. Do not use kicking teams FC roll, instead the return team decides to either do a safe or normal 
return. Safe return - subtract 6 from the D20 return roll minimum is a 2. Fum rating for a safe return is 1-2. 
Normal return - as normal but the Fum rating is now 1-10 if the GAC calls for a fumble check. 

5.Pooch Punt - Roll a D12 and use the D12 columns (columns 4-11), 
a roll of 1-3 is the same as column 4.  Apply the result of the PoPu 
cell, bottom left corner of Results Card. Ignore Fair catch rating, it’s 
up to the return team to either do a safe return or normal return, see Safe and Normal return in 4 above. 

6.Attempt to Block - If GAC calls for Pressure (Press:All in the North and Press: Long+ in the South), roll a 
D20. If D20=1-6, then the punt is blocked. If punt is blocked see section 2 above. If punt is not blocked, 
subtract -6 from the D20 return roll. The kicking team can maximize their punt protection, add 2 to the 
D20 if there is a chance for a blocked punt, but also add 2 to the D20 if there is a punt return. 

7.Fake Punt (or fake FG) - simply determine the length of pass and the intended receiver, then subtract 30 
points from the receivers QB rating #. Or, if a running attempt is tried, use RB1’s Out rating and subtract 
10 points. In both instances, roll for Influence and use the GAC modifiers. 
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Offensive Play Calling 
1.Either call the play yourself, or use the 

appropriate Solitaire Charts. With V20 you 
roll one D20 to determine the Offensive play 
based on down and distance. Note that a cell 
with a * means on all odd numbered D20 
rolls, Offense is using Play Action.  

• There are also times in a game when the 
play call may not seem in the best interest of the team, feel 
free to call an audible when this happens but only use this a 
few times per game. 

2.Place a token on any special plays that are called. 

3.Next determine the player involved in the play which can be 
either you selecting the player, or using a 
D20 roll and the Player Selection Chart which 
is built into the Team Charts for V20. In the 
example to the right, if you roll a D20 for a 
Medium pass and the roll is a 1-4, then Tyler 
Lockett would be the target, 5-8 means DK 
Metcalf, etc. CD stands for Check Down and 
Scr for a Screen pass. 

Defensive Play Calling 
1.You either call the Defensive play, or use the 

appropriate Defensive Solitaire chart. Each 
team Defense is rated to play Conservative or 
Aggressive, then select either Run, Balanced 
or Pass depending on how the opposition 
Offense plays. This example to the right is an 
Aggressive Defense playing against a 
Balanced Offense. Roll a D20 to determine 
the play call based on down and distance. 

2.Once you have determined the defensive play, place a token on the +D Chart to remember which play 
was called. Keep in mind which side of the Chart to place the token, in this example, if LA is on Offense 
and I call a play for Seattle’s Defense, the token and resulting numbers for modifying the play are on the 
right hand side as Seattle’s Defense affects the plays of the Rams. 

+D Chart Example (Seattle at Los Angeles Rams) 
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Passing Play 

1. Determine starting Comp# (used to be called QB Rating #) 
- After determining the play, put a marker on the targeted receivers depth of pass. This number is the 

starting Comp#. In the chart on the previous page, if a medium pass is targeted to Tyler Lockett, he 
would have a Comp# of 66. The light blue columns are the numbers to determine if a pass is 
completed, while the yellow column beside is the Yardage # which is only used if the pass is complete 

- Also put a marker on any optional plays that are called; screen pass, extra blocking, etc. 
2. Modifier from Defensive play call 

- Determine the Defenses Comp# modifier by cross referencing on the +D chart based on the 
Offensive and Defensive play calls. Example in using the +D chart on the previous page, with Seattle 
on Offense calling a Medium pass, and LA playing a Pass Defense, the modifier would be a -6. If LA 
played Run defense, the modifier would be a +18. 

- Example; Lockett is rated 66 for a Medium pass. With LA playing Pass Defense, modify by -6 for a Comp # of 60. 
If LA was Playing run, the new number would be 66 + 18 which is 84 

3. Game Action Influence, GAC (Game Action Card) 
- Flip a GAC - see if there is a Penalty, Pressure, Interception, 

Review or Fumble which are hi-lighted in the top left 4 cells. 
- Penalty - can be resolved now or at the end of the play. If there is 

a Penalty, flip the next GAC and reference the Pa row to 
determine the result of the penalty. If Penalty is highlighted 
again, it means there are 2 penalties on the play, turn over the 
next two GAC’s to determine both penalties. In the example to 
the right, note there are two penalties along a couple of rows (Ru & Pu), the left most penalty is for the 
NFL while the right (after /N* is for CFL. If there is just one penalty listed, then it is for both. The pass 
penalty on this card is an Offside call against the Defense, [D] for Defense and [O] for Offense. 

- Pressure - States the length of pass for possible pressure and a pressure results in brackets (8).  Press: 
All means there is potential pressure on all pass plays while Press: Long+ means there would only be 
pressure on Long and Deep passes. Determine the Defenses Pressure rating from the Quick Play +D 
Pressure column. Example using the +D card on the previous page, if the LA Rams were playing Pass 
Defense, their Pressure rating is 1-11. Since (8) is in range, pressure occurs, goto the next step. If LA 
was playing a Basic Run Defense, then the range would be 1-5, meaning LA wouldn’t get pressure, just 
continue as normal. 

• If Defense gets pressure - roll a D20 and check the QB’s row to determine the effect of pressure. 
Using Russell Wilsons just above as an example: 

• Sack: 1-6 : means a roll of 1-6 means he is sacked. Roll a D12 to determine distance lost,  
• Pass: 7-10 (-8) : means the QB escapes the pressure and is able to throw the pass, but apply the 

modifier in bracket (-8) to the Comp#  
• CD: 11-13 : means the QB’s best option is to check down to a short pass and new receiver, or the 

QB can force the original pass and targeted receiver by taking a -20 modifier to the Comp#.  
• Checking Down: Roll a D20, reference the player selection chart, CD column, to determine the 

new receiver. Use his Short Comp# which is then modified by the QB’s CD rating which for 
Wilson is -10. If Wilson checked down to Tyler Lockett, the Comp# would be 79. This comes 
from Locketts Short Pass Comp# of 89 and -10 from Wilson’s CD rating. Next flip a GAC to 
determine the passing yards affect on the play. This is done after your decision to check down 
or force the pass, so that decision isn’t reliant on information from the current GAC. The passing 
yards modifier on the GAC from the previous page is -5, but you would turn over the next GAC 
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to determine the passing yards affect then apply it to the receivers Short Yardage # which for 
Lockett is 21. 

•  Forcing the Pass: To force the pass to the targeted receiver, simply subtract 20 from the Comp# 
for the original receiver. Determine if the pass is completed, and if it is turn over a new GAC to 
determine the passing yards effect. 

• Run 14-20 : means the QB has been flushed from the pocket. His two options are to run, or force 
the pass (this is new for V20).  

• To Run: roll a D20 and check the QB’s running range (for Wilson, a roll of 1-12 gives a Running 
# of 66, a roll of 13-20 is 33). Modify this number with the Out modifier from the next GAC (see 
Running play for more details). 

• To Force a Pass: subtract 20 from the Comp# for the original receiver and turn over a new GAC 
to determine the modifier on Passing Yards, plus if the next Results Card indicates a P in the 
Comp# range, then the pass is automatically intercepted. There is more risk in attempting a 
pass when forced to run, but there are times when the game is on the line that the risk is worth 
the potential reward. 

- Fumble - Bad Snap or Fum:QB, resolve now to see if the QB fumbles. If the cell 
reads Fum:QB, and because the Defense has Pressure, add +2 to QB fumble 
rating. If it’s the receiver who could potentially fumble, place a marker on the 
game board as a reminder to check for a fumble if the pass is complete. To check 
to see if the player fumbles the ball, roll a D20 and check against their Fumble 
rating, Lockets Fumble rating is 1-2. Wilson’s fumble rating is 1-3. Determine 
where a fumble occurs: 
• QB - turn over the next GAC and reference the Fum QB cell (bottom right). It 

will tell you where the fumble occurred. There could also be Oret beside a 
number, ignore this for where the fumble occurred. Offense rolls a D20 and 
check against their Fumble Recovery range to see if they recover the fumble. If they do, turn over a 
GAC, if in the Fum QB cell it says ORet, then roll a D20 and reference the Offensive teams Fum 
Return row on the Team Chart to see how many yards they get 

• Receiver - use the receivers unmodified Yardage # on the Team Chart and reference this range on 
the next Results Card. This is where the fumble occurs. If the cell calls for SA, SA+ etc, then flip over 
another Results Card. Defense rolls to see if they recover the fumble. 

- Int (interception)- Resolve only after Pressure and QB Fumble as they may effect the results on an 
Interception. Roll a D20 and if it is within the range on the Quick Play +D chart for their play called, 
then the pass in intercepted. If it is intercepted, Defense rolls a D20 and references their Interception 
Return row to see how far the interception is returned. note that there could be a fumble on the return. 
• Example: if LA is playing Pass Defense, their Interception rating is 1-2. A D20 roll of 1 or 2 would 

mean the pass is intercepted. If they were playing an Aggressive Pas Blitz it would be 1-5. 

***** Quick Play Rules - Pass Completion Formula ***** 
Starting Comp# + Optional Plays (Screen pass etc.) + Modifier from Defensive Chart  (and Pressure if 
there is any) = Final Comp # to determine if the pass is complete 

4. Determine if the pass is Complete 
- Determine final Comp# (see formula above) 
- Flip a Results Card - compare the final Comp# to the 

corresponding cell. (Example on the card to the right: if the 
Comp# is 34 the result is Blank, a 64 is a P, a 74 is a *, and 84 is a C) 
• Blank - pass is incomplete 
• C - pass is complete, go to step 5 to determine length of pass 
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• P - possible pass deflection by the Defense. Roll D20, if it is within the Defense Pass Deflection 
range, pass is incomplete, otherwise it is complete. LA’s Pass Deflection range is 1-11 as you can see 
on there chart on the previous page 

• * - is a completed pass only for a receiver who has a * or a + at the end of their name. The rest are 
incomplete. In the Seattle chart on a previous page, Lockett has a +, while the others do not. + or * 
means the player is an All-Pro or averaged 4.9 receptions per game or more. 

5. Determine Length of Pass 
- Use receivers Yardage # for length of pass. From Lockets Medium pass example, his Yardage # is 67 
- Flip a GAC - apply the result listed next to Passing Yards. In the example to the 

right, the passing yards modifier is -5. Locket’s 67 modified with -5 gives his 
final Yardage # of 62 for a medium pass, or 91 for a long pass (96 - 5) 

- Flip a Results card - look at the cell corresponding to the final Yardage #. A 
Yardage # of 62 would be a 10 yard gain, a 91 would be 15.5 yard gain 

- Any result over 100, you add the amount over 100 to the result in the 100 
cell 

- Note that any result where the ball ends up on the goal line, or right at the 
first down line, the Offensive team rolls a D20 and references their First 
Down rating on the Team Chart. On the previous page, the LA Rams have a 
home rating of 1-12 and road of 1-10. A roll in this range means they 
gained the inches needed for a first down, or TD, depending on the situation. 

- Record the result and move the timer on the clock (see the Time Chart for timing on a play) 

Running Play 
1. Determine any Special plays 

- On Offense these include; Draw, Zone Read, Go OB, Stay In, and on Defense it includes Keying a RB. 
2. Determine starting Running # 

- Runs are based on risk and reward. An Off Tackle (OT) run is the safest, next is a Stretch, then In and 
most risky but with the most reward is Out.  

- Determine the RB’s Running # for the location of the run. Chris Carson averages 19 runs per game, 
and his In Running # is 45 (OT is 41, etc). If a player had a single cell covering all four locations such as 
DK Metcalf; 1-6: 70  7-20: 35, roll a D20, if the roll is 1-6 his 
Running # is 70, or for 7-20 it is 35 (this is wither due him 
having a higher yards per carry, or is a receiver) 

3. Modifier from Defensive Play Call 
- Determine the modifier by cross referencing the Run 

location with the Defense being played. In the Quick Play +D 
above, if LA was playing a Pass Defense and Seattle was running a Stretch run, the modifier would be 
+11 (note OffTackle and Stretch get the same modifier), and if Seattle was running Inside and LA was 
playing Aggressive Run Blitz, the modifier would be -19.  

4. Determine Game Factors 
- Flip a GAC to determine if there is a Penalty, Fumble, or a 

reviewable Play. Resolve when appropriate. See Game Rules 
for complete details.  
• Fumble: in the GAC to the right there is a chance the RB 

fumbles the ball (Fum: Run). Roll a D20 and if it is within 
the RB’s Fum rating, the ball is fumbled. Check the RB’s 
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unmodified Running # on the next Results cards for the spot of the fumble. Defense rolls a D20 and 
if it is in their Fumble Recovery Range, they get the ball. Roll again to determine the length of 
fumble return. If Offense recovers the fumble, turn over the next GAC, if the Fum QB cell has ORet in 
it, Offense rolls a D20 for fumble return 

- There are Run modifiers for each Run location, apply this modifier to the Running #. In the example on 
the previous page, an In run is modified by -10 and out by -20, Off Tackle by -8 and Stretch by -10. This 
GAC is really not a good one for the Offense. 

5. Determine Yards Gained / Lost 
- Determine the final Running # which is; Starting Running # + Modifier from Quick Play +D Chart + 

Modifier from GAC 
- Flip a Results Card and reference the corresponding cell to 

the final Running # 
• Chris Carsons Inside Running # is 45. If LA was playing 

Aggressive Run the Quick Play modifier is -19 and the GAC 
above for an Inside run is a -10 modifier. The result would 
be 45 - 19 - 10 which is 16. On the Results Card to the right, 
a 16 means a 0 yard gain. If LA was playing a Pass Defense, 
the modifier would be 45 +11 -10 = 46, which would be a 5 
yard gain, so you can see how important play calling can be on the outcome of a play, not always, but 
more often than not. 
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Other Rules 
SA-, SA+, SB+: New for V20 and when playing either Quick Play version, if any of these results come up, 
you don’t need to check for Influence (you still can, it is an acceptable way to play). If the RB or WR is rated 
for SA+ and the Results Cards calls for SA+, then use the SA result on the next Results Card. The same for 
SB+, if the Result calls for SB+, check the runners rating, if it is an SB, the get an SB result on the next 
Results card, and if not, they still get a good gain, but it is an SA Result. For any SA- modifier for run or pass, 
always use a -4 yards modifier on the result from the next Results card. 
Long Yardage Situations: for the North this is 2nd and more than 10 yards or 3rd down and more than 8 
yards, South is 3rd down and more than 10 yards or 4th down and more than 7 yards, in any of the 
instances modify any Comp # by -10. 
Goal Line Situations: anytime the ball is on the 0-1.5 yard line use the following modifiers for any Quick 
Play game. On all short passes the Comp# is modified by -10, and an Intermediate pass by -5. All Inside 
and Outside run have the Running # modified by -10 and OT and Str by -8. 
Play Calling: When I am calling plays for one team, I do not allow myself to call the same play twice in a 
row. There is the odd exception, for instance late in a half where playing a Prevent Pass Defense is the 
obvious Defense. By the same play I mean a Running play to the same location, or a Pass to the same 
Depth, or the same Defensive play call. A Running play to a different location is ok, so I could run Inside on 
one play then Off Tackle on the next, but I wouldn’t run Inside twice in a row. 
Reviews: Some of the GAC’s call for a potential review on the play. The card will state Review with a range 
of numbers after. Review 1-7 means that in the event a team wants to challenge the play, or if the game is 
at the point where challenges are automatic, a D20 roll of 1-7 means the original play stands as called, 8-20 
means it is overturned. There is a more in depth explanation in the Manual for the types of plays that can be 
challenged. 

- Pass- a completed or incomplete pass can be overturned. If an incomplete pass is ruled a complete 
pass, turn over the next results card and use receivers Yardage # (don’t modify with a Passing Yards on 
GAC). If an interception is overturned, the result is an incomplete pass. If a fumble is overturned, Offense 
gets the ball right where the fumble occurred, no advancing of the ball

- Running Play - reviewable options for a running play include a fumble, or if the running play ends within 
a half yard of either the first down marker or the goal line. Roll a D20, if the roll is within the Range on the 
GAC (e.g. if it says Review 1-7), then the play stands as-is. If the result is higher than the range, the play 
is overturned meaning either the player was down before the fumble occurred, or before he reached the 
first down marker, or the goal line, or he actually reached the goal line or first down marker depending on 
the team calling the challenge. Use some imagination regarding Reviews.
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Special Plays 
Special Plays Passing:  
- Screen Pass: works best against a blitzing Defense.  

• Run and Pass Blitz - there are two results to modify 1st is Comp# and second is 
Yardage # which is in brackets. Note there is no differentiation between a Basic 
Blitz or an Aggressive Blitz.  
- Comp# is modified if a Run Blitz is called by +5 and Pass Blitz by +12. Also, you 

only use positive modifiers from the +D Chart for Defensive play call, ignore 
any results from the chart which may be a negative number. For example if LA 
called an Aggressive Pass Blitz vs Seattle calling a Screen Pass, ignore LA’s -10 
result on the +D Chart and only apply a +12 because it was a pass blitz. If LA 
had called a Basic Run Blitz, you modify by +5, but also with +10 because it is 
not a negative number, Offense gets a bonus for calling a good play. 

- Yardage # on Screen plays comes from the Short pass rating unless the Defense is blitzing, then the 
Yardage # comes from the Receivers Intermediate Yardage # and is modified by +10 on a Run Blitz 
and +15 on a Pass Blitz 

- Example: LA calls a Basic Pass Blitz and Seattle a Screen pass to DK Metcalf, Metcalf’s Comp# for a 
Short Pass is 83 which gets modified by +12 to a 95 (Ignore the negative result of -3 from the 
Defensive Chart). If the pass is completed, you take Metcalf’s Intermediate Yardage # of 47 and 
modify it with +15 for a Yardage # of 62. Apply any modifier from the next  GAC for the final 
Yardage # 

- Also note that you resolve all Pressure, Interception and Fumble possibilities as normal. 
• Basic Pass and Pass Defense. These Defenses mean the Defense was ready for the play call. Modify 

the Comp# by -8 and the Yardage # by -8.  
• All other Defensive Play Calls: Have no modifiers on a Screen Pass 

- Play Action: works best against a team playing Run Defense, note this does not include Run Blitzes. 
Modify the Comp# by a +10 against a Run D, by +5 versus a Basic Run D, by -12 against the Pass and -5 
versus a Basic Pass 

- Pass Block: helps to protect the QB by reducing any pressure amount by -2. If the GAC calls for Pressure, 
then reduce the number in brackets, from the example earlier the Pressure All (8) would become a 6, or 
your D20 roll if doing it that way. The down side to extra protection is you modify your Comp# by -10.  

Special Plays Running: 
- Draw: works best against a blitzing Defense and Is resolved similar to a screen pass. 

Modify the Running # by +20 against any Pass Blitz and by +10 against any Run 
Blitz. If the Defense calls a Run Defense, modify the Running # by -8 and by -5 
versus a Basic Run Defense. 

- Zone Read (Str): works best against a Defense that is sitting back in a Basic Defense. 
Note that Zone Read is a straight Running play where a mobile QB could give the 
ball to the RB or WR, or keep it himself. If the QB runs the ball, use their In & Str 
number which for Russell Wilson is 48. 
• Modify the Running # by +10 against a Basic Pass Defense and +15 against a Basic Run, or by -12 if 

Run Blitz is called or -5 against a Run. 
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